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Lanin, Polar Blears
Feature of Carnival
By JOHN H. WELCH

Fairfield University's 1953 edition of the Winter
Carnival will get under way on Friday, Feb. 6, 1953,
with the winter formal at the Ritz Ballroom in Bridgeport. The weekend will continue with a "weather-permitting" skating party at Bellarmine Pond on Saturday
afternoon, the Arnold College-Fairfield University basketball game Saturday evening, and will conclude on
Sunday with a "reception-dance" in Berchmans Hall.
Lester Lamin's Band
Contracted for the sixth annual formal is the Band of Lester
Lanin, famous for its popular
arrangement of the "Charleston
Rag", and heralded as the "society and college house band" of
the nation. Popular throughout
the eastern states, Lanin's band
provides a careful blend of fast,
"blood-warming" numbers, such
as the Charleston, and the softer,
easier dancing fox - t rot sand
waltzes. Carnival Chairman, Jim
Farnham, feels that this band
will provide perhaps the most
danceable music that a Carnival
has ever beheld.
.Ice Carvings
Taking a prominent place in
the plans for the Ritz dance, will
be the popular ice carvings of
Mr. George Weising, Fairfield
Sculptor, which will appear both
at the entrance of the ball room
as well as providing an eyecatching f100rpiece for the dance
floor. Dispensing with what some
have termed "a young tradition",
the Committee has decided, with
Student Council approval, to
institute in their stead, a family
of polar bears, cavorting about a
running water-fall, against a
win try background of pin e
bougs and ice Illuminating the
entrance of the Ritz, will be two
six foot carved, light bearing,
"Olympic torches", which promise to add a distinctive and ever
to be remembered dec 0 r for
everyone's "grand entrance'"
Queen To Be Chosen
Mid-way through the dance,
the selection of the Carnival
Queen will take place on the
bandstand. The selection of the
Queen, a young but sturdy tradition of the past five carnivals,
will be made by three members
of the Alumni Association and
their wives. The men, all members of the Board of Directors of
the Alumni Association, together
with their wives will select both
the finalists and the winning
candidate The judges will be Mr.
and Mrs. William Heagney, Mr.
and Mrs. William Carrigan, and
Mr. and Mrs. James Flynn.
Saturday Events
Saturday's "free of charge"
skating party will be held during the afternoon if the ice and
weather permit on the surface of
Bellarmine Pond located in the
(Continued on Page 3)

Education Club
Plays Host To
College Group
The Education club has made
plans to be host to a representative group from the Student Education Association of Connecticut. Six colleges and universities are sending students to this
conference. A program of panel
discussions on subjects pertinent to undergraduate education
courses and a guest speaker has
been tentatively scheduled.
After the discussion, the members will be taken on a tour of
the campus; an informal dance
will be held at Berchmans Hall
for evening entertainment. This
conference will be held today
at both Xavier and Berchmans
Halls and will begin approximately at four thirty.

Blood,

LESTER LANIN

Italian Club
Joins The Met
Opera Guild
The Italian Club is now endeavoring to broaden their education while at the same time
creating for themselves what I
promises t 0 b e a cuI t u r a 1
achievement. The members of
the Italian Club have subscribed
to group membership in the
Metropolitan Opera Guild, the
cost of which is ten dollars.
The choice of repertoire, however, has not been decided, but
a list of distinguished operatic
performances is at their disposal,
among which are such works as
"Aida", "La Boheme", "Carmen", "Don Carlo", "Lohengrin", "Madame Butterfly", "Parsifal", "Rigoletto", and "Samson
and Delilah".
Special student rates for the
various operas are as follows:
Orchestra and Orchestra
Circle, Row A and
B.................
$8.00
Orchestra Circle,
other rows
$6.50
Grand Tier
..... $7.50
Dress Circle
$4.75
Balcony ............•....... $3.15
Family Circle
$1.50
Parterre Box
$8.00

ICollege Day Plans
Set for March 15
College Day, 1953, Fairfield University is "snowballing" itself into action. Have you ever rolled a snowball down the side of a hill and seen layer upon layer of
snow cling to it? From a little snowball you soon have
a larger and stronger ball of snow. So, too, from the
little "snowball" of ideas and plans the College Day set
for March 8 will have grown into a strong and forceful
event.
A Tradition
The gears and pistons have
spun into action. The mechanics
of this high powered event have
begun to turn and grind. From
Fr. Mahan's "drafting board" we
have the first inklings of the
plans to be arranged for this
year's College Day. As you know,
Fairfield held its first College

S~-eat

and Tears

By WALT ZACKRISON
. . . and thai, my good students, is exactly what you are going
to shed, starting tomorrow when those age-old, groan-producing
yellow books. better known as the mid-year exams face "Les
Miserab1es" .
This is the time when all those hours spent tipping the cup
of good cheer catches up with us. Like the good students that
we are, we will open the books of knowledge for the initial and
final time and start preparing for our respective exams with a
pot of black coffee and No-Doz pills.
As we herald the dawn with drooping eyes blurry from too
much smoke and reading, we solemnly vow, "Never again-From
now on I'm going to study every night."
Now, I wonder where I heard that before . . . Oh yes, I
remember now ... I have made that vow everytime exams made
their unwelcome appearance during the past three years.
Friday, January 16
Ma 123 (Adv. Calc.)
9:40 A.M.
~g M
Th 11
Th 141
Th 21
Th 131

Monday, January 19
9:40 A.M.
(Epist.)
(Ethics)

Tuesday, January 20
9:40 A.M.
Bu 141
Go 111
Hi 15
Hi 21
Ma 111

(Marketing)
(West. Pol. Thgt.)
(Dill. Equa.)

1:40 P.M.
Hill

Fr 11
Fr 21
Fr 31

11
21
11
11
23
151 (Psych.)
83 (Pre-Med. Phys.)

Thursday, January 22
9:40 A.M.
Ac
Ch
En
En
Ma

131
161
21
101
151

SO 101

(Auditing)
(Physical)
(Survey)
(Statistics)

1:40 P.M.

(Hist. Soc. 8hgt.)

Friday, January 23
9:40 A.M.

Ac 161 (Tax)
Bi 121 (Genetics)
Bi 131 (Histology)
Gm 11
Gm 21
Gm 31
Hi 153 (U.S.)
It 11
It 21

1:40 P.M.

Monday, January 26
9:40 A.M.

Bi 101
Bu 171
Ec 113
Go 131
Hi 141
Ma 13
Ma 15
Ma 21
Ps 113
So 171

(Anatomy)
(Corp. Fin.)
(Corp. Fin.)
(Canst. Law)
(Eur.-Asia)

Ed 163

(Meth.)

Wednesday, January 21
9:40 A.M.
Ac
Ac
Bi
Gr
Gr
Ph
Ps

Day last spring which was very
successful, and consequently, it
has become a traditional event.
Purpose
The purpose of this College
Day, as explained by Fr. Mahan,
Asst. Dean, is to inform and encourage the high school senior to
continue his education in the
higher realm of the college. Naturally it will also show these
high school seniors that Fairfield
can compete equally with any
college, and that a potential college student can discover his
career at Fairfield.
Date March 15
Invitations will be sent out to
many institutions and it is hoped
that these schools will cooperate
with us in giving their present
seniors an opportunity to see the
organic life of a college. The date
for this event has been set for
Sunday, March 15, from one tofive p.m.

Sp 31

1:40 P.M.

En 11
Ph 101
Ph 181
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Ch
Ec
En
La
La
Ps
Ps
Ps
Ps
So

(Str. of MaL)
(Soc. Prob.)

1:40 P.M.

Tuesday, January 27
9:40 A.M.
111 (Organic)
141 (Govt.-Bus.)
121 (Chaucer)
11
21
15
111 (Mech.)
171 (Elec.)
181 (Electronics)
11

Ma 11

1:40 P.M.

Wednesday, January 28
9:40 A.M.
Ac 101 (Advanced)
Bi 81
Bu 11 (Law)
Ch 11
Ch 15
Ch 21
Ch 25
Ec 11
Ed 13
Ch 81
Go 11
Ps 81

1:40 P.M.

FR. MAHAN
Department Displays
One of the highlights of last
year's successful event was the
various department displays. It
is hoped that the various departments will encourage the clubs
and other organizations under
their jurisdiction to begin preparing for this event now by
planning unusual and outstanding displays. If we all get on
the team, we can help lessen
Fr. Mahan's burden and insure
a victory and a success.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Tradition?
The group of forty Fairfield men who braved the
cold and rain and trekked through the snow to the
bonfire rally last Thursday evening manifested an extraordinary exuberance and school spirit. To those
men who made the event possible, to Father Lyons, to
the cheer leaders, Tony Pagliaro, Walt Zackrison and
Bron Orlowski, to chairman Charles Waring, to Jack
Sullivan and Co., who provided the evergreens for the
fiery pile, to the students who huddled around the conflcigration and cheered the team, we are grateful.
. 'It is our fond hope and desire that the U.B. rally
will become a precedent, a tradition, in the future history of Fairfield University.
R.P.

Thirty
It would seem that a final word of thanks and appreciation are due at this time ... due to the very many
individuals, faculty members, school employees, and
students, especially members of the Class of 1953, .who
have so thoughtfully and kindly aided us with our
chores in producing The STAG.
At times, we have been unreasonable, and again
wrong; at times we have been right, and we hope, successful. Now, we have come to the end ofthe page, as
it were, the final issue. No more the work and fun of
screeching and straining to meet deadlines, no more the
anguished cry of "where's the copy?" or "delete!"; we
now leave that for our successors and wish them all the
success in the world.
Our final word, we quote from a better writer than
we can ever hope to be -
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Two Fairfield Debating
Teams Vie With D.B.
By FRED DORI

Carnival News ... Flash
Winter C a l' n i val Committee
turns Ritz Ballroom into Olympic Stadium .' .. Olympic torches
will replace the traditional Stags
outside Bridgeport's answer to
Roseland . . . Could this symbolize the fire of youth? Adorning the ballroom floor will be
two fugitives from Snowcrop ...
(Polar bears on an ice floe).
These two little sprites will be
found cavorting midst the gaiety
of Mr. Weising's laughing waterfall ... It would be advisable to
wear your galoshes . . . Bring
your four roses with you this
year because prohibition has curtailed the traditional gift of the
motley bloom ... Gertrude Stein
once said "a rose is a rose," but
the Cot.:ncil retorts "no rose is a
good rose" ... Lest I forget, Lester Lanin of interstate fame will
make like Vaughn Monroe for
the evening's terpsichore. Financial News . .. Put your wallets
away . . . Administration said
nix to proposed added assessment on tuition that would have
gone toward financing the Manor
and providing you with a yearbook ... This will give us more
money to spend on books, and
maybe there will be a little left
over to help finance our trips to
the various museums around
town. In order to add dignity to
the Student Council, it has been
suggested that a gavel and blotter be purchased for the use of
the president. But being economically minded as is the trend
at Fairfield, we suggest that
the administration appropriate
a hammer and a block of wood
from the MacAuliffe Hilll carpenter shop.

On Friday, December 12, two teams from the
Bellarmine Debating Society vied with U.B. debaters in
a battle of wits on the national topic, "Resolved: That
the Congress of the United States should enact a Compulsory Fair Employment Practices Law."
Representing Fairfield, on the
affirmative team, were John
L u car
k t an d R 0 b ert Wh ea 1n,
Seniors, and on the negative,
John McDermott and Robert
Petrucelli, Juniors. The scene of
the debate was a former landmark of Fairfield Prep, now part
of the U. B. campus, Le. Alumni
Hall, once known as Loyola Hall.
No Decision
Due to a lack of judges, no
decision was formally rendered
in both debates. However, one
judge in each contest offered a
criticism of the debaters' logic,
the content of their speeches,
their presentation and persuasiveness. In this respect, Fairfield's team were highly commended.
The Negative
The judge for the debate in
which John McDermott and Robert Petrucelli presented the negative case gave a general criticism of it, viz. both sides tended to
deal in generalities and were not
specific enough in their speeches.
However, she did commend the
Fairfield men on their presentation of the case, especially their
use of concrete evidence and
effective audience contact,
which, she asserted, the opposition lacked. If a decision were
to be awarded, she concluded,
Fairfield would be the recipient
on the grounds that it presented
a more concrete case than the
affirmative of U. B.

1-----,---------

b~st .solutlOn to the 'prob~em of
dlscnmmatory practices m employment.
In both cases, the conclusions
of the judges were informal and
off the record. It was a non~
decision debate.

Sophomores
Debate Good
Counsel College

Every' Wednesday sec 0 n d
period in room 306 a group of
ten men gather. Under the
direction of Assistant Professor
Arthur Reil, this group known
as the Saint Thomas More Debating Society, practices the
classical art of formal debate.
It is part of the Society's plan
to discuss current affairs as well
as to school itself in the subject
of the particular national topic.
National Topic
This year the national topic
is, resolved: 'That the Congress
"Which for memorial still with thee shall stay.
of the United States should enWithout all bail shall carry me away,
act a compulsory fair employMy life hath in this line some interest,
ment practices law." With few
When thou reviewest this, thou dost review
exceptions, the members have
The very part was consecrate to thee.
all had the opportunity to debate
The earth can have but earth, which is his due,
this topic under actual competiMy spirit is thine, the better part of me.
tive conditions. Each week four
So then thou hast but lost the dregs of life,
men debate. while the other
The prey of worms, my body being dead,
WI
The Affirmative
members judge, criticize, quesThe coward conquest of a wretch's knife,
",. OU
The other team from the Uni- tion, and in turn learn more of
Too base of thee to be remembered,
.
versity, John Luckart and Robert the topic and, of course, of the
The worth of that is that which it contains,
Whealn, was lauded by the judge art.
And that is this, and this with thee remains."
for its presentation of the facts
Debate Jan. 12
- William Shakespeare
and the evidence. The main critiThis year three inter-collecism offered was that the affirmaThirty
tive should have been more dis- giate debates have been schedJohn H. Welch. Editor Next semester, potential "men creet in its choice of sources and uled plus th~ intra-society comat the bar" will take the first personalities quoted. In conclu- petition at the end of the year.
step toward the realization of sion, the judge stated that, if he On Monday, Jan. 12, two memtheir legal careers, i.e. the Law were to decide on the merits of bers w'ent to Good Council ColS c h 0 0 1 Admission Test. This both cases, he would render a lege at White Plains to make the
three and one-half hours apti- decision in favor o{the negative. first contest of the year. John
tude examination will be given His reason: the affirmative did Buckley and J 0 h n Leonard
at various dates during the year: not prove, beyond ,the least shad- represented the Club that was
January 31, February 21, April. ow of a doubt, that its plan was assigned to defend the affirmaRonald Homza, Fairfield's delegate to the Connecti- 14, April 25, July 18 and August not only practical but was the tive of the resolution.
cut Inter~Collegiate Student Legislature, has announced 10. Father Small, S.J., head of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - government and history dethat up to twenty men will represent Fairfield at the the
partment, recommends that SenState Capitol during the week-end of March sixth.
iors intending to follow a legal
career take the test in FebruThe names of the candidates
are as follows: John Keekan '53, man of the Labor Committee ary.
The deadline for applications
Gene Magner '53, Tim Cronin Bill, while Mr. O'Meara is chairman
of
the
Intra-State
Comis
ten days before the testing
'53, Henry Mountain '53, Ronald
Homza '53, Tom Martin '53, John merce Committee Bill and Jack date selected by the student and
Luckart '53, Harry Marmion '53, Byrne is chairman of a Resolu- should be observed by all canEDITOR-IN·CHIEF
Gene O'Meara '54, John McDer- tion Committee for the change didates.
John
H. Welch, '53
A single score, the result of
mott '54, Gerry Smith '54, An- of the Electorial College System.
These
bills
are
subject
to
the
examination,
will
be
sent
to
thony Paterna '53, John PaponASSOCIATES
drea '56, John Byrne '54, Paul change between now and the the student and to the three law
schools designated in his applica- Thomas Bepko, '53
Robert Petrucelli, '54
Tremont '55, Dan Reed '56, Law- convention in March.
William Curnin, '53
Keegan and Tremont
tions. However, the cumulative
rence Schaeffer '53, Ervin '53,
Mr. Tremont and Mr. Keegan merit of both the aptitude test
Dutch Macchia '53, Art SapBUSINESS MANAGER
NEWS EDITOR
ienza '53, Harry Monohan '54, have been appointed to execu- and the student's pre-law grades
Michael Russo, '53
John McDermott, '54
John Connors and out of these tive posts at this year's legisla- will be considered in the choice
twenty-four men as many as ture. Mr. Keegan, chairman of of candidates for admission.
It is urged that seniors should
SPORTS EDITOR
EXCHANGE EDITOR
twenty men may be chosen for the Rules Committee, and. Mr.
Harry Marmion, '53
John Byrne, '54
the delegation, depending on the Tremont, chairman of the Sen-, refer to the Law School Admisate Public Health and Safety' sion Test Bulletin for applicaexpenditures required.
committee.
tion procedure and sample test
Bills Being Prepared
FEATURE EDITOR
MAKE·UP EDITOR
Last year Fairfield's men met questions and should address
Three tentative bills aI:ebeing
Ronald Beatty, '54
John Klimas, '53
prepared by the delegates from with little succes's in the pre-, their applications to Educational
(Continued on Page 5)
, Testing Service, Princeton, N.J.
Fairfield. .Mr. Keegan ,is chair-

ld Be

"Bar Men" To
Take Test

Fairfield Men Chosen
To Attend C. I. S. L.

THE STAG
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Family Life
Edits Bulletin

Pursuit of Happiness
By PAUL F. GARRITY
'''Hey, ya know what? I got
a ticket for speeding yesterday.
I wonder if my buddy Joe can
get me out of it?" Or. "I gotta
be at my girl's house in five
minutes! I guess this little Ford
of mine can get me there in

Page 3

Iroad test in Kansas, under typical driving conditions. Mr. "A"
had an average speed of fortysix, with a top speed of sixtyfive; he passed one-hundred and
twenty-six cars; and arrived at
his destination in six hours and
fifty minutes. Mr. "B" had an

t hiS
corner...

By RONALD BEATTY
The organization of the Family
Life Commission here at Fair"Beer, Beer, more b
'f
"STAG" burned helplessly. In
field is now complete, according
eer, 1 we the ceremony that followed, one
to the chairman Gerry Smith. beat U.B, this year" , .. echoed of our star guards, Bob Mar.,
Three committees have been over the rolling hills of Fair- kovic, poured gasoline, and John
established to carry out the field's cam p u's last Thursday Doheny, who brought the
work of this branch of the n'ght
50 dd M
.
plenty of time." You've heard average speed of forty-three, N.F.C.C.S.
1
as some
0
en m matches, was elected to ignite
the pile. After several feeble atthese, They're only two of the with a top speed of fifty; he
Publicity Committee
Red broke open a new tradition tempts and failures the heap of
countless "daily" expressions passed sixty cars and arrived at I' The first of these, the Pub- here at the University.
evergreens became a monster of
that enter even o~r conver- the same destination in six hours licity Committee, is hea~ed by
In the short history of our col- flame. Among s p 0 n tan e 0 u s
sations; I am referring here to and fifty minutes, used eleven Ed Ambrose. John Non, Jack lege, the Red Stags of our basket- cheers, songs, spirits, and what
those of us who are drivers. On percent more gasoline, and fifty Halloran, and J~sper Jas~r .are ball team have been making a not, the M.C., John Sullivan was
the first reading of those two
t
'1 W th dd d workIng on t hIS commIssIOn, very favorable impression in the dragged from the burning pyre
.
more 01, . as e a. e w h ose purpose IS
. to a d
'
N ew E ng1an d court wor ld . Al- where he had been paradoxing
apparently senSIble
statements percen
'
vertIse
you may find' amusement i~ nsk of speedIng worth It? I the activities of the Commission, though old competition isn't very the death of Jeanne D'Arc, to inthem, a very typical reaction. doubt it. If you'll slow up, you'll both at Fairfield and throughout old it still remains very strong, troduce a few of the celebriti€s
Now read them again and you grow up!
the New England Region.
and perhaps the strongest in our on hand. And a good time was
should begin to realize the vast
One more reminder that may
Monthly News Letter
,young "old competition", in a being had by all.
After the fire had really started
amount of danger implied in be a matter of coincidence; in
The second committee, the nostalgic sense, is none other
each; the evident threat of death. 1951 twenty-eight percent of all Newsletter Committee, is work- than-the University of Bridge- to blaze, the soggy but exuberIn the first example, the men- fatal traffic accidents were due ing under Ed Devine. Fred Dori port. Not that our confident bas- antly happy crowd chanted their
ace of speed was controlled but to excessive speeds, and drivers and Jack Leonard are assisting ketball team needs to be moti- slushy way back to the cafe.
for how long a period of time? under the age of twenty-five in setting up the paper which is vated by a popular ovation, but Loud spoken lads became mute
Perhaps only until that person were involved in twenty-eight distributed monthly to all the as an act of appreciation to our and soft spoken lads became
slides behind the wheel again. percent of all fatal traffic acci- Catholic Colleges in the New progressive tea m, Chairman hoarse, as they tripped into the
The second exemplifies the men- dents in 1951. Coincidence? Per- England Region. Writing for the Chas. Waring with the aid of intersanctum. Here among more
ace of speed, and neither the haps! No one's in a hurry to die! newsletter is done by members Father Lyons, planned and di- cheers and hoots junior Walt
first nor the second violator
The supply of material on this of the Commission, interested rected Fairfield's first annual Zackrison gave his exciting interpretation of an exotic orienseems to realize the potential subject is inexhaustable. Vol- students at Fairfield or any other pre-U.E. game rally.
ton _ and _ a _ half of destruction urnes are written every year and college in the region, and any
The entire student body was tal dance accompanied by Sullithey alone control. "Lose a min- we hear about it on radio and faculty member who wishes to invited; however, due to incle- van and his trash-can Tom-Tom
ute and save a life, it may be we see its results on T.V. '
contribute. The purpose of the ment weather, only about 50 ensemble while the eminent senyour own."
You may have read this article, newsletter is t? inform stude~ts patriotic and. bra v e .m e n as- ior class prexy played ping-pong
More cheers and finally a snake
Perhaps I should provide a few but whether you have gained, in ~hat .the F.amlly LIfe Commls- sembled at ~.OO p.m. In. XaVIer
statistics.
common sense a concept of SIOn IS dOIng, what activities, H~ll: ImmedIately followmg, the dance added a spirited denoument to the event. You ask about
Two drivers, for our own pur- speed and its dangers will only tthh ey m igthhtl~mderttalkek' and whdat pSPlolrdldteedd ghroudPl and ~atthethr LYdO~S, school spirit; here it was unreC
f
.
" "b
'd
d
th
d
e
a OIC ou 00
towar s
ea ong In 0
e nvpo~~~~ ern~g .to t~e~ as A
e eVI ence on
e roa .
the family is.
ing rain and sleet to the far cor- hearsed, good natured, spontanan
, par IClpate In a twoDoes death ride on your right I
CA' .
ner of the parking lot where a eous-but slightly wet.
hundred and ninety-five mile foot?
ampus Committee,
Chvlty
.
.
.The Campus
with huge .
IntangIble
pIle
of wood,
~rom other colleges in the area,
BIll Mecca at the head, is the greens, and old copIes of the
Journeyed to St. Josephs ColMID-WINTER CARNIVAL
'third. Jerry Coiley, Paul Trelege, Saturday evening, Jan. 10,
(Continued from Page 1)
mont, Bob McKeon, Jack Young,
to the St. Joseph-Trinity NewDan Reed, Don St. John, Doug
man Club Collegiate Hop.
western section of the campus. agenda of past years, the Council Smith and Harry Monahan comA team of disc jockeys from
Trinity provided excellent dance
The game scheduled for the eve- has directed the committee to prise this group which is premusic via records, and refreshning will be played at the Arnold eliminate the "last red rose of paring discussion outlines and
other information requested by
ments
were served to the apCollege gymnasium in Milford. winter", and has restated the ban schools in the region for the first
proximately 100 couples, who
Foes for the charges of Jim Han- on flowers of any kind at the workshop of the Commission.
attended the West Hartford
The first issue of the newsletrahan will be the Arnold College formal dance. Those arriving at
affair.
D.espite snow, sleet, rain and
General Opinion, as overheard
Terriers who bowed to the Red the formal with corsages, will be ter has already been mailed and
Stags on December 6 at the Ar- asked to check them for their information has been sent to vanous other inclemencies of I during the evening? A v'ery nice
Holy Cross, St. Josephs College, the 'elements, students from soiree.
mory in a close 68-63 decision. stay at the Ritz.
and Merrimack College,
Merci Beaucoup.
F'airfield and Trinity, as well as
Student tickets will be available
Bid and Decorations
for the encounter.
This year's decoration and bid
"Reception-Dance"
design have been left in the
The "reception-dance" of Sun- hands of Tom Marshall, a Senior,
day will begin at 3 o'clock and
end around six. Music will be who has released the following
provided by Art Bouvier's band, details of the former. The bid
which has entert-ained many will be something of a favor,
underclass functions in past with covers of a "white, crystalyears. Through the good offices line" material; a shield will be
The accent's on hi-jinks at the
of Fath.er Murray, and the offi- cut from the center of the front
cers of the Glee Club, as well as cover, showing a red "F" against
Winter Carnival and a happy part
of the men themselves, the Cam- a silver background. Marshall alof the occasion is refreshment ..•
pus Minstrels will provide an so noted that bids would on sale
additional bit of entertainment toward the close of the exam
with delicious ice-cold Coca-Cola.
for the students and their guests. period, and that table reservations could be made at the same
Prices Listed
Prices set for the events by the time that the bids are purchased.
Members of the committee in
Committee and approved by the
addition
to Farnham and MarStudent Council, sponsor of the
Carnival, are as follows: Formal shall are as follows: William
Dance, $5.00 per couple; "Recep- Buckley, Bill Casey, Fred Dori,
tion-Dance, $1.50 per couple. Larry Fagan, Roy Ervin William
There will be no charge for the Kennally John McDerm'ott, Robskating party, and the charge for ert McKeon, Walt McVety, Henthe game will be at the regular ry Mountain, Ed Pierce, George
Arnold College student rate. A Puillon, James Reilly, Richard
"package plan" price for both Sanislo, Paul Sullivan, Howard
Travers, Charles Waring, John
dances will be $6.00.
C. Welch, Gerard Coiley, Thomas
No Flowers
Sheehan, G err y S mit hand
Once again departing from the Walter Zackrison.

I

Collegiate Hop
Held At St.
Josephs, Jan. 10

I

Campus capers
call for Coke

O.K. CLEANERS
QUICK SERVICE
Tailors, Cleaners and
Laundry Service
Press suits on premise
1468 Post Rd.
Fairfield

Compliments of
FABRYK ELECTRICAL
72 South Pine Creek Rd.
Fairfield
Tel. 9-2835
\1.-
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Sports News and Views Stags To
Make Three
Game Trip
By HARRY MARMION

As far as this corner is concerned, the loss to U.B. was
totally unexpected. It was taken for granted that the "Men in
Red" would wipe up the floor with a mediocre Seaside Park club.
What happened? Well, the Purple Knights played hard and
hustled all through the game. Their big three La Bash (23)
Saccone (13), Seaman (14) played the entire game without a
substitution. The only two subs that the opposition used (Silverberg and Aiello) were very important, because between them
they broke the game open with (9) points at crucial stages.
On our side of the ledger, as soon as Bob Markovic left the
floor, injured for the second time in the ball game, we had trouble
getting the ball over the ten second line. Jim Roche played well,
but with the big boy in the middle, it throws our driving game
out the window. Jack O'Connell is not as effective when playing
outside at guard; he was checked adequately by Dick La Bash.
There was also no outside shooting what-soever by the Stags,
therefore UB's defense easily floated in to further hinder our
inside men. Our subs didn't come through as well as they could
have. Fahey looked the best offensively. However the best ball
game on our side was turned in by Stan Suchenski who threw
12 points, rebounded well and did a good job on Gus Seaman
fer the greater part of the game.
Tp 'conclude, on this contest, let me say that the boys from
U.B. are in much better physical shape than weare at this stage
of the season. The game came too early on our schedule and our
big boys evidently needed a rest, while their club played almost
intact. That's the story.
This is the best ball club to ever represent this institution,
but they certainly haven't been playing that way thus far this
season. Against all opponents we play in spurts, in and out, hot
and cold. If we can't beat U.E. then how are we going to beat
the tougher clubs on the schedule, (at least six of which confront
us in the final half of the season)?
The lona game last night was a big one; a win over the Gaels
would really give the club the impetus to continue the second
half of the season in successful fashion. By now, we all know
the verdict and for the sake of the large crowd who journeyed
to New Rochelle "to follow the five", I hope they brought home
the bacon.
Going over the games played since the last edition, the St.
Michaels game was easy; the Northerners are rebuilding as
expected. The Le Moyne game could have gone either way. We
certainly didn't throw the game away. Both teams were evenly
matched, if there was any difference, it was in the substitutions.
They were able to substitute like a football team, while our crew
tired badly.
The Providence game was a good win; the Rhode Islanders
had one ball player, Bob Moran, who threw 25 points, and lookec'
like the best player we faced all year (including the .U.B. farce).
Memo to Bob Gerwien . . . Bob, you'd better write a book
entitled "Life on the Foul Line". For the next couple of seasons,
you're bound to spend a lot of time 'on that line. Any club that
has us scouted is bound to foul you and gambl-e on your missing
the fouls, rather than give you the unstoppable drive ins.
To leave the varsity for this issue, congratulations to the
undefeated freshman club. They looked very sharp against the
UConn.- Wat'erbury branch and the U. B. J.V.'s. Lefty Hustak
has done an excellent job.
Speaking about the Freshmen . . . What's the story on this
Freshman Dan Pisacane? He doesn't play on the Freshman team
.and has only appeared briefly with the varsity. He was all-state
at Shelton High and if he isn't good enough for varsity, why
not freshman ball?

Stags Win Two,
Los'e One Game
In the last game before the
holidays, the Stags ran roughshod 0 vel' the St. Michael's
Hawks, by a score of 68-50.
The Men in Red jumped off to
an early lead and were never
headed. The fast break offense of
the Hanrahanmen d l' a v e the
Northerners in tot h e ground.
The scoring was well distributed,
with Bob Gerwien leading the
scoring with 14 points. He was
followed closely by Stan Suchenski with 13, Bob Markovic with
13 and Jackie O'Connell with 10.
The Red Stags of Fairfield
went down to their first defeat
of the season at the hands of
LeMoyne College fro m Syracuse 69-67 in one of the most
thrilling contests played in several seasons.
The Green Dolphins just managed to stand off a late rally by
the Stags despite the herculean

efforts of Bobby Gerwien and
Jack O'Connell, to pull the
game out of the fire. Gerwien
scored 23 points and Okie 21
to end up as the game's top
scorers. Billy Jenkins led the
visitors with 15 points and was
a standout on defense as well.
Dick Shea, 6'-6" center, also
flashed for the Greenies scoring
12 points and grabbing many
rebounds
LeMoyne jumped to a quick
5-0 lead at the start of the game
but the Stags, led by O'Connell,
started rolling and used a smooth
offense with their devastating defense to overcome the rebounding superiority of Shea who by
the end of the period had jumped
ahead 16-15. The talented Stags
kept rolling along in the second
period and led at halftime 30-25.
In the third period the taller
Dolphins got hot and forged

After the exams the "Men in
Red" leave the home court and
travel to New York and New
Jersey for a three game road
trip.
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Stags Bumpie1d By
Purple Knights
. Sparked by the steady shooting and capable playllldhl"6 01
Dick Labash, the Purple Knights of the University of Bridgeport
handed the Red Stags their second and bitterest defeat of the
campaign on Friday night at the Main Street Armory, 67-63.

.

orr The Record
By RICHARD MULLOWNEY

On Wednesday, January 28th
the club takes on a strong St.
Francis of Brooklyn quintet at
Second Drill Corps Armory.
Although the won and lost
record of the "Terriers" is not
too impressive, it must be taken
into consideration t hat the i I'
loses were to the top teams in
the east. (N.Y.U., lana, Seton
Hall, Fordham, St. Johns.)

I

Markovic Injured
Moving in sprints, the charges
of Jim Hanrahan took an early
10-3 lead but slumped badly as
the Knights tied it at 16 all at
the quar.ter mark. Getting off
once again to a good start the
Stags jumped to a 27-16 lead
with only five minutes gone. At
this point an injury to star guard
Bob Markovic hurt the playing
and shooting of the Stags and
the Purple came on to trail by
only 3, 29-26, at the half.

In the five games played to
date, Fairfield has outscored its
opposition by 41 points, scoring
124 field goals and 102 free
throws for 350 points, while
holding their adversaries to 107
field goals and 95 foul shots for
309 points. The team's average
from the floor is a respectable
Stags Tire
.361 as opposed to the opposiThe Stags again began to
tion's .357 effort.
move ahead in the third canto
but seemed to tire as the period
The Brooklyn club is led by
Gerwien Leads
two slick operators. Vel' non
went on, and this factor, comStokes, the captain, is about the
Bobby Gerwien leads the club bined with the inspired play of
in scoring with 89 points garthe hard fighting Bridgeport
best reba under for his size (6'2")
nered on 29 field goals and 31
in the country; the other big foul shots,' for a 17.8 game aver- club earned the Seasides a small
2 point lead at the end of the
offensive threat is Hank Daubenschmidt. Last year Stokes scored age. Gerwien is followed by stanza.
406 points and is a sure bet to Bobby Markovic who has a 14.4
Last Period
break the all time Terrier scor- average with 24 field goals and
an equal number of fouls. MarPlaying a desperate and often
ing record, while the big center kovic also leads the club in
over-eager game both teams
Daubenschmidt tallied 290 points
assists and is in third place fought back and forth in the
mostly on rebounds.
among the rebounders. Jackie last period with the Bridgeport
The next night the boys travel O'Connell has the distinction of lead mounting, only to be cut
to New Jersey to face the Ryder leading the team in both field by the driving layups of Bobby
Colleg~ quintet. L1J:st y.ear t~e i goal and foul shot percentages Gerwien and the push shots of
JerseYltes were VlctOrlOUS III with .410 and .916 respectively. Jack O'Connell. The Stags still.
their only encou~ter with the In the latter department he had a chance at the 29 second
Stags. However, It was by far is closely followed by S tan mark, as the lead closed to 4
the worst game the Stags played Suchenski who has hit for 17 of points. An intercepted pass and
all year.
21 foul attempts. Okie has a 14.2 a goal made it 65-63 with 16
On Friday night, the Jesuits game average, having scored 71 seconds left and Bridgeport's
go to Garden City, Long Island points in the initial five con- ball. A full court play, with Gus
where they will take on Adelphi tests. Stanley rounds out the big Seaman scoring, iced the game
College. The Long Islanders have four scorers with 57 points, an for UB, ending it 67-63.
been an in and out team this en- 11.4 average.
Gerwien was high for the
tire 'season.
Redmen with 14 points while
Rebounding
LaBash led the visitors with 23.
The trip will be a tough one
Rebounding has been lead by
for our boys. Three games in
Sidelights
three nights is no picnic for any- Gerwien who has grabbed 57
Markovic returned to action
one. However, with the team loose balls, 40 of which have
shaping up so well, the St. Fran- come off the defensive board. in the third period only to recis game looks to be by far the Suchenski has taken 36 while injure his knee. He had to be
Markovic follows with 24 for the carried from the floor. The intoughest.
jury suffered in mid-season last
It certainly would help the opening contests
Twenty - seven field goa I s year kept him out of action for
team if a large crowd of students went to the road games. against Providence and 22 foul the latter part of the season and
The Athletic Asssociation will shots against St. Mike's are high its recurrence can b e a big
have directions posted on all bul- for the year. Gerwien's 11 foul blow to the Stag's hopes.. The
letin boards concerning the exact goals scored against LeMoyne crowd, a large one considering
location and time of these away tied the school record set by the weather, was bi-partisan,
games. Maps will also be in- Bobby Markovic last season in loudly so-the North End Boys'
the opening game with Brook- Club tumbling team put on a
cluded for those taking cars.
lyn Poly. Coupled with his six great half time show.
fi'eld goals, Gerwien's 11 fouls
Box score U.B. game:
ahe'ad, leading 49-45 at the end established the individual high
Fairfield
of the canto. During the final for this season: twenty-three Suchenski
12
5
2
stanza the fireworks really start- points.
Gerwien
6
14
2
O'Connell
2
12
5
ed with Jenkins dunking two
Fahey
2
1
5
quick hoops, to put the Dolphins
Roche
4
I
9
Markovic
3
0
6
in front 53-45, but the Stags
Gallagher .......... 1
0
2
then cut the gap as they began
0
0
Bush
o
Fraunhofer
2
2
o
to click as they had done earlier.
Hogan
. o
0
0
With less than one minute to
I
Smith
o
1
play the Stags trailed by five
11
63
26
points, but Gerwien intercepted
Bridgeport
two passes and scored each time
Good finish by this year's var- Seaman
4
14
5
. 6
1
13
to cut the count to 66-65. Leo sity, including a solid thumping Saccone
8
La Bash
.
23
7
then scored on two foul shots of that three-man basketball Amaral ..
0
6
3
Madden
1
0
2
to give the visitors a three point team from Seaside park.
2
Silverberg
1
5
lead, but with 15 seconds left
About a fifteen game schedule Aiello
2
4
0
Gerwien scored again on a driv- for our Baseball team. The team
13
27
67
ing lay-up to make the score has about 10 returning veterans
68-67. Another foul shot by Leo and led by Norb Fahey could that A. A. Association? Any pre
gave LeMoyne their final mar- play against any team around meds interested? How about
gin, but the Fairfield fans aI-I these p a I' t s. Including t hat
most went home happy as a long school located in New Haven. Mr. Ross?
push shot by O'Connell rolled
Wanted badly . . . A trainer
Also see in '53:
around the rim and out as the i for our athletic teams. Twice
The Giants ahead by 10 by
bu.zzer sounded to end the game, I this year we have had injuries July 4th.
LeMoyne in front 69-67.
at the Armory, and on both
Intramurals in Tennis, SoftFairfield was led by Gerwien occasions we have not had any- ball and Golf.
and O'Connell with 23 and 21 one there capable of treating I Abolition of the foul rule in
points respectively.
the injured players. How about Basketball.

What To See
In Fifty~Three
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And Now A Word
Applause, cheers, and then a
word from our sponsor . . . .
"Have you been to your locomotive de ale l' lately? If you
haven't, come on out to Harry
Tiesplinter's used locomotive lot
.and browse around a bit. You
know, a used locomotive is just
about the handiest thing around
the house-excepting, of course,
the kitchen sink, or even the
kitchen swim. As a matter of
fact, you could except a lot of
things; but when you come right
down to think of it, you really
need a locomotive if, perhaps,
you have a one-track mind and
want to run an express on it.
Buy two and have a headache.
Or then you could bring one
along to your neighborhood tavern and surprise the gang; if you
burry, you can be the first in
your gang to own one, and
they'll only have pink elephants
to brag about.
"And remember, Harry's locomotives come in three speeds:
33-1/3; 45, and swoosh; yes sir,
you too can have a wreck right
in your own back yard. So be
sensible, act now, and receive at
no extra charge eighty feet of
track for prompt action; just
think how easy it'll make it to
get to the corner bus stop. And
so easy to store, too; just move
the family to the garage and
keep it in the house; remember,
no more hot water problems.
And won't you be proud, too,
when you come home every evening to find your shiny, used
locomotive sitting in your fav-

orite a l' m c c h a i l' and puffing
away?
"Now, for a very limited time,
Harry will be happy to throw in
the following items with every
locomotive you buy: three barrels of Low-Bridge Looie's Locomotive L ubI' i can t; 0 n e low
bridge (for people who live on
the other side of the tracks); one
slightly loose caboose; ten gallons of Harry's special soot-remover (also stops BO); four flat
wheels for the stay-at-home
type; or four wagon wheels for
those who want to run an elevated line; and one boiler, piston
and drive assembly in case you
don't own a horse.
"Remember, Harry buys in
large amounts and passes the
savings on to you. No overhead
at Harry's either; that was blown
off long ago. So, come out and
shop through the plain pipe
tracks. And Harry's locomotives
are priced at a low, low, seventeen ninety-five (and that's the
year they were made in). Or if
you wish to shop by mail, send
$17.95 to us along with a stamped, self-addressed envelope and
receive yours post-paid; or send
no money and pay your postman
on arrival. That's Harry's H-A-R-R-Y-apostrophe-S - located for your shopping convenience on Long Island Sound;
bring your water wings and an
extra pair for the locomotive.
Just remember our slogan: '99
and 44-l00ths percent soot; they
float (among other things)'."
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Mr. Stuart, Father Frosh Stags
Crowley Address Victorious
Radio Audience
Over Three

"Joy's Jotting"

By BOB JOY
What happened to the Stags
in the second half of the Le
Moyne game? The Men in Red
were leading the Dolphins from
Father John D. Crowley, S.J.,
The Fairfield Frosh continued New York by five points at half
Professor of Psychology, guest their winning ways recently as time but the visitors opened up
speaker on the "Fairfield Inter- they added three more victories and went far ahead in the early
minutes of the third period. Per
prets the News" program on to their increasing list. The haps, it was the extra reserve
young
Stags
conquered
Blessed
WICC discussed the ramificaSacrament CYO, the Waterbury strength of LeMoyne that over
tions and obligations of the Freshmen, and the University come the tiring Stags. Lf so, why
Natural Law. Father Crowley of Bridgeport JV's in recent were our reserves, namely Jim
outlined the way God placed games. Coach Lefty Hustek's Roche and Norb Fahey, kept on
the bench for almost the entire
man so that man is responsible squad has won six times with- game while the Dolphins had
out defeat.
to Him in all his activities under
fresh reserves in action much
Hustek was especially im- of the time? On the following
the moral law. Under the obligation man is placed upon his pressed when his team showed night, however, the Stags looked
own with the gift of free will as a great deal of Basketball savvy good in beating Providence, with
opposed to the compulsion that in squeezing out the last three Roche playing a good game
draws the rocks, plants, and victories. He singled out guards while LeMoyne was trounced by
lower animals into line with the Len Paoletta and Henry Higgins Seton Hall.
for their fine work in the close
physical law.
Paul Frauenhofer played a
games. Paoletta has copped scor- good game against Providence
There are adversaries to this ing honors the past three games, Whitey looked great while
principle, Father Crowley went with his driving layups and handling the ball and keeping it
on to point out. The Individual- along with Higgins has started away from the entire Friar team
ists who recognize four orders numerous scoring plays.
during the final seconds of the
laws such as: the Ecclesiastical,
game. Bobby Markovic also put
The
latest
victory
over
Bridgethe Civil, the Moral, and the
on a great show for the home
Economic, but who give pri- port's JV's was especially sweet town fans, especially during the
mary importance to the Eco- since F'airfield was able to sal- first half when he scored 14
nomic laws and therefore deny vage one of the two games points.
anything that might interfere played with our neighborhood
Bernie Beglane, former Stag
with this. Collectivists, on the rivals. The game was a see-saw sports editor, who now is a
affair
until
the
freshmen
pulled
other hand d,eny anything that
sportswriter for a Long Island
isn't based upon the material away at the three minute mark paper thinks that Fairfield
and
won
by
four
points.
Paoaspect of life and will destroy
stands a good chance of beating
anything that impedes its pro- letta led the Frosh with 13 St. Francis. The Brooklyn Tel'
points,
while
Joe
Butler
scored
gress.
23 for the Knights. Jimmy Pavel, riel's have been getting their
Both these schools, in fact, who nicknamed the frosh the lumps this season even though
tend to justify many of the evils rampaging fawns, tallied 10 and they were rated as on!= of the
top teams in the east. Don't let
in today's world: genocide, war, Higgins 9.
this fool you, however; any team
and godlessness. Father CrowThe scores of the first six with players like Vern Stokes
ley stressed that the sooner we
and Bob Dauberschmidt is al
realize the attendant dangers of gan:es :
ways tough and can beat any
these philosophies, the sooner Fairfield, 28; Arnold, 26.
body when they are playing
will we be able to realize peace. Fairfield, 66; Hillyer, 27.
together
Fairfield, 80; Bpt. Club, 37.
INCORPORATED
Another word of praise for the
Mr. Chester Stuart, Assistant Fairfield, 53; Blessed Sac., 47.
fine spirit displayed by the en
Professor of Education and Ger- Fairfield, 53; Waterbury, 45.
GENERAL INS URANCE
tire student body. The crowds
man, discussed the topic of the Fairfield, 54; Bridgeport, 50.
"Educational Witch Hunt" over
I
at all the games so far are am
PROMPT SERVICE - RELIABLE COMPANIES
pIe reward for all those con
station WICC on Fairfield Innected with the basketball team
terprets the News, last Sunday.
AWAY GAMES
The cheering too has been good
Important - All claims serviced promptly
Mr. Stuart stressed the diffi- Jan.-Away game
with several organized groups
thru our own office
culties that we are facing in our 28-St. Francis at Brooklyn starting it. Visiting players are
attempt to rid our educational 29-Ryder at Trenton
really impressed by Fairfield's
system of Communists influence. 3D-Adelphi at Garden City, school spirit. Congratulations,
He agrees with this end; he is
let's keep it up.
Long Island
very concerned with the means Feb.
A big question at all the
4-6179 - PHONES - 68-1661
employed to achieve it.
games is why doesn't Danny
7-Arnold at Milford
l4-New Britain at New Pisacane play, if not in varsity
He insisted that we should
955 Main Street
Bridgeport, Connecticut
contests, then at least freshman
Britain
never, in our anxiety, promote l8-Providence at Providence games. Dan was one of the best
anything that might interfere 28-Bridgeport at Armory
high school players in the .state
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
I with our American heritage of
last season and he can probably
r
freedom of speech, discussion,
become a valuable asset to Fair
and publication. As an alternafield with a little experience,
S. L. I.
tive, it was proposed that our
which he is not getting while
educators become conscious of
sitting on the beach. Dan has
(Continued from Page 2)
their obligations. By this Mr.
two much talent to be wasted
Stuart meant that they should sentation of their bills. Some and I feel he should play Fresh
use as criteria competent schol- hold that a lack of experience man ball if Coach Hanrahan
arship, knowledge of subject on the part of the delegation does not feel he is ready for the
matter and ability to avoid di- left them at a disadvantage in varsity.
gressions into unstudied person- the game of political football.
What about that Bevo Francis
al experience. If this is done, he This year's contingent, compris- of Rio Grande College? The big
Your money will go farther, and so will you. We've
feels that our democracy will ed of many veteran campaign- freshman has tossed in over 700
helped scores of student (teachers, too) to make exnot die from lack of information ers, will enable the first year points during his first 16 games
penditures match their income, with our P.B.A.
or from internal forces aiming men to gain valuable experience for an average of 47 points a
your personal, permanent budget account.
at its destruction.
for the future.
.
game. The 6'-9" center's highest
output was 76 points, not bad
No down payment, no red tape. Select the things
for a freshman, huh?
you need, buy them, you have them right away How about getting plans ready
take up to 12 months to pay. And as you pay, you
for the Spring intra-mural procan charge additional items. Why not inquire about
gram? Now is the time to preit now?
pare for the softball league and
the golf and tennis tourneys if
there are going to be any. Last
year, students were left to find
some place to play at the last
Credit Office
1447 Main St.
Bridgeport
minute and none of the leagues
Fifth Floor
were completed.
Fairfield was rated fourteenth
Tel. 4-1422
in the AP's weekly poll of the
top basketball teams in New
-, ._,,;;........
1..1 ...
....,;..............._
.......... England.

JA.MES V. JOY

r--------------.,

It's A Good Idea

c.

to plan your clothes as carefully
as you chart your course of study.

Fulton Clothiers
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Sophomores
Seek Means
For Funds

Alumnus Mullen
Stresses GoldenAge of Medicine
HAROLD MULLEN

Last week the Sophomore class
held its second meeting of the
year. Paul Tremont, president,
was anxious to initiate some program whereby the class might
be able to enlarge its treasury.
He also wanted discussion upon
the forthcoming F l' e s h men Sophomore Talent Night.
Suggestions
Several suggestions were made
that seemed to merit further
stu d y by committees: Gerald
Coiley suggested the possibility
of sponsoring a combination card
party-record hop. He pointed out
that this has been done successfully by 0 the l' classes. John
Leonard suggested the idea of
a small publication of stories or
sketches of prominent members
of the student body or of the
faculty. The subjects of the stories would not be named and for
a quarter ($.25) members of the
student body could purchase the
right to determine the persons
who are being sketched. Paul
Tremont hopes to initiate these
and other sound suggestions that
the class offers.
Tale-nt Night
There was discussion upon the
forthcoming Talent Night and
several members of the class
volunteered to assist Charles
Connors with the final touches
of the program. The possibility
of the class holding a dance
sometime before Lent was also
referred to committee; the class
feels an obligation to their corresponding cIa s s at Albertus
Magnus for the hospitality shown
them last fall. This can only be
done, however, if it will not be
beyond the financial resources
of the cl~ss.
The meeting was conducted
nicely and the general attitude
was an improvement over that
of last fall. It is urgent that all
sophomores coo per ate in the
class attempt to find a source
of income.

Main Tire &
Appliance Co.

"We have rached the Golden
Age of Internal Medicine when
a drug can be taken which will
go to the core of an infection
immediately; an age which has
come about with no little help
of research made possible by
large pharmaceutical corporations." With this statement Mr.
Mullen concluded the first phase
of his talk before the Mendel
Club of Fairfield University. This
was the first tim e t hat an
Alumnus has addressed the Biology Club. He is now working
with the Upjohn Corporation as
a pharmaceutical salesman. Mr.
Mullen was a member of the
Honor Society, President of the
Student Council and an active
member in Campus activities.
He is presently an officer in the
Alumni Association.
Mr Mullen went on to stress
the necessary qualifications in
his profession He spoke especially of the necessity of enjoying the work one does, stressing
the need of a guidance service
such as is provided at Fairfield.
"A man who would look with
indifference upon Medicine or
Teaching will often wonder
what else one can do with his
Biology training. Then a man
discovers my field where he can
start off at 350 dollars a month,
be constantly in touch with an
educated class of people. It is
little wonder that a pharmaceutical salesman is a happy
person.' '
He spoke briefly on the importance of a good application
in applying for a position. He
also explained the policy of
many companies who prefer to
hire Catholic college graduates
for they tend to be more ethical
and efficient.

Support
the

Red Cross
Blood

Drive

1629 Main St.
Bridgeport
Tel. 4-3104

We Have A Large Selection of

Men's
Sport Coats
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Goldstein To
Address Public
Affairs -Club

Marine Corps
Offers Officer
Training to Grads

David Goldstein, President of
the Connecticut Bar Association, will speak to future barristers of Fairfield University,
on the topic, "My Experiences
As A Trial Lawyer" at the
initial banquet of the Public
Affairs Club, which will be held
at the Hitching Post Inn, Bridgeport ,on February 10. 8 p.m.
Invitations have been extended to .all members of the
student body desiring to attend
the dinner. However, due to the
limited capacity of the restaurant, only one hundred tickets
will be placed on sale. The cochairmen of the banquet, George
Jaser and Harry Marmion, have
announced that the tickets may
be obtained from the ticket
chairman, Larry Fagan, the officers of the Public Affairs Club,
or the Class Presidents. The
price for the dinner has been set
moderately at $2.50.

WASHINGTON, D. C. (Special) - All college seniors and
graduates who enroll for the
Marine Corps OFFICER CANDIDATE COURSE which convenes March 12, will receive
additional training as officers,
Marine Corps Headquarters has
announced.
"The need for college trained
men is greater than ever before
due to the present committments
of the Marine Corps", said the
announcement.

After completing basic officer
training, half of the new officers
will be assigned to specialist
training at Marine Corps Schools,
Quantico, Virginia, and other
service schools. Such schools as
Engineering, Sup ply, Tan k,
Naval Gunfire, Artillery, Motor
Transport, Communications and
Naval Flight Training are being
utilized to the fullest extent. The
STAGS WIN 2
remainder, the announcement
stated, will be ass i g ned to
(Continued from Page 4)
various bill e t sin the Fleet
The Red Stags made their an- Marine Force.
nual invasion into Waterbury a
The Washington announcesuccessful one as they defeated
ment
said officer training proProvidence College 73-65. A
crowd of almost 2,000 watched grams are open to both married
the Redmen play their finest and single college graduates, and
game of the season against the seniors who graduate between
now and February 15, 1953. It
undermanned Friars.
advised interested men to conBobby Markovic was outstand- tact the nearest Marine Corps
ing before his hometown fans, Recruiting, Reserve or Officer
playing a great game on both Procurement activity for an inoffense and defense before foul- terview.
ing out in the final period. He
Once selected, applicants atand Bob Gerwien were top
scorers for the Stags with 18 tend a ten-week Officer Candipoints each, while Stan Suchen- date Course at the Marine Corps
ski followed with 13 and Jack Schools, Quantico, Virginia. UpO'Connell with 10. Jack Moran on successful completion of this
led the visitors with 25 points, course, candidates become second lieutenants, and start a five
many on long set shots.
The Friars started off by scor- month Special Basic Course (ining two points on foul shots by cluded as part of the two years
Kerr but O'Connell tied things of active duty as a commissioned
up with a one handel' and Bob officer).
Markovic followed wit h five
Reserve officer graduates of
quick points The Stags held on the 0 F F ICE R CANDIDATE
to their lead until midway in COURSE may qualify for reguthe second period when hoops lar commissions upon graduaby Moran and Pendergast pulled tion from the S pee i a 1 Basic
the Friars to within one point' of Course.
the leaders. Big Jim Roche then
caged a pair of arcing set shots
to put the Stags well ahead once more.
In the last quarter Fairfield
pulled steadily ahead, with Gerwien, O'Connell and Suchenski
In the heart of Fairfield's
doing most of the scoring. Frau"Little Times Square"
enhofer and Bush played a good
floor game.
Open Day and Night
In the final minutes an all
court press employed by the
POST ROAD
Rhode Islanders heckled the
Stags, but the time ran out.
Corner Miller St.
Moran, K err and Mu 11 ins
sparkled for the losers.

LARRY'S DINER

COLLEGE DAY
(Continued from Page 1)
Program
The campus visitors will be
subjected to the Glee Club's
"warblings" which is by no
means an ordeal. They scored a
big hit in the success of last
year's College Day program.
Another feature of this year's
outstanding program is the new
Fairfield University movie film.
Perhaps you have been wondering who has been traversing
about the school and campus
for the past year grinding away
with his little black box. Well,
this has all been part of a project to help publicize the school.
From the film taken of the
school. its activities, and campus, a special movie has been
made. It will be shown on College Day.
Support Needed
Last year many students offered their support and interest
in this project by acting as ushers and guides for these high
school young men. Weare again
asking for their support and
cooperation. How can the whole
student body help and be on a
winning team? You can help
. . . and you . . . and you by
publicizing the College Day in
your respective home town. Encourage high school seniors to
attend and explain the program
and what it has to offer. Beg,
plead, or cajole, but get them
there on March 15.
Before you sell a product you
must advertise it, familiarize
the public with it, point out its
merits and its bad points. Thus
it is with college education and
more proximately with a young
school like Fairfield. You are
the salesmen. So let's run your
sales record to the limit. What
is your goal and reward ? Your
riches will come when your vision of sprawling colleges and
a university dotting this campus
materializes into a reality.

STAGE DOOR
Restaurant
LOLLY BOGUCKI, Prop.

POST ROAD
Tel. 9-9150

Green's Farms

DANCING DINNERS

Ethical
Pharmacy
1260 Main St.
BRIDGEPORT

C~rduroys

$17.95 and $19.95
All Wool Tweeds ...
$29.50 and $35.00
Famous name brands in corduroy and tweed jackets, distinctively styled, in a wide
selection of handsome colors.
Howland'. Men'. Clothing,
Street Floor

TELEPHONE ORDERS TAKEN
CALL 6·2559 BRIDGEPORT
OR 68·3155 FAIRFIELD
Anytime

JOHNS~

PHARMACY

ANTHONY E .TESTO, B.S.Ph., Prop.
Stillson Rd.. Black Rock Turnpike
1332 State St.
Fairfield. Conn.
Bridgeport. Conn.
W

Everything in Drugs"

Fine Foods
The Best in Music

TURF CLUB
Post Road

Fairfield

at
Southport Turn-off
JIMMY NASSEF, Permittee

